
TYLER E L L I S 



ABOUT THE DESIGNER 

Tyler Ellis, the daughter of revered fashion designer 

Perry Ellis, channels her fascination for traveling into an endless current 

of inspiration. Her eponymous handbag line is defined by an array of 

luxe materials and intricate details that embody her worldly palette. 

In 2011, Tyler launched a limited collection in New York City, originally 

producing all handbags out of Paris, France.  After years of searching 

for the perfect partner, Tyler moved all production to a father and son 

owned/operated atelier outside of Florence, Italy, and in 2017 she 

officially launched her current label, Tyler Ellis. Tyler now lives in West 

Los Angeles with her husband Ben and their puppies. 



Signature Silhouettes

The Jamie Doctor Small Deep Orchid Lizard



The Stella Handbag Small
Grey Bombe Alligator

The Harper Handbag Small 
Black Bombe Alligator

The Rita Handbag Small
Rose Gold Python



The Winnie Handbag Small
Moss Pebbled Leather



The LJ Handbag Small Peacock Lizard 

The Caroline Tote Noir Glossy Python

The Jane Saddle Backgammon Stingray



The Jamie Clutch
Pewter Python Purple Haze Alligator

Classic Clutches

Classic Clutches



The Lily Clutch 
Antique Gold Lizard

The Perry Clutch Small 
Royal Gold Mosaic

The Perry Clutch Large
Gold Rush Python



The Lee Pouchet Small 
Rose Gold Python

The Aimee Clutch 
Nude Quilted Patent Leather

The Aimee Clutch 
Himalayan Crocodile



The Christy Clutch Emerald Alligator

The Piper Clutch
Noir Glossy Python

The Christy Clutch Violet Alligator



Distinguishing  Details



The Pinecone
Pinecones embody the ancient symbol of the third eye, 

representing the highest form of spiritual awakening, 

perfection and much more.  Pinecones adorn zippers, 

feet and fasteners of many of Tyler’s designs. 

The Winnie Handbag Small 
Ivory Pebbled Leather



Signature Thayer Blue

The vibrant interior of every Tyler Ellis bag is lined in our 

signature Thayer Blue. Named after the Los Angeles street 

where she spent her early years, this dynamic color was 

inspired by Tyler’s longtime favorite color, Blue Violet. Offered 

in satin, leather, microfiber and sustainable options, the 

electric interior gives each bag an unexpected pop, while also 

making it easy to locate possessions.

The Stella Handbag Small Kryptonite Python



Bespoke by Tyler Ellis

Bespoke by Tyler Ellis offers our clients 

a personally tailored experience that 

connects you directly with a member of 

our dedicated concierge team to 

customize your one-of-a-kind handbag. 

This highly curated service allows you 

to hand select every decorative aspect 

of your bag including; skin/material, 

hardware, embroidery or engraving. 

Our devoted team will work with our 

exclusive network of top Italian and 

French tanneries to find the exact color 

or shade you’ve been dreaming of. 

Straps and chains will be cut to your 

precise measurements and your 

personalized handbag will be delivered 

to you within a matter of weeks.



Engraving

Embroidery

Personalization
Tyler Ellis offers our customized 

stitching in an array of luminous colors 

to monumentalize life’s unforgettable 

memories. 

The Lee Pouchet Mini Rose Petal Satin



Select the Perfect Skin

The Aimee Clutch Peacock Lizard



Hcp Group
Tyler Ellis has a close partnership with the Hcp (Hermés

cuirs preècieux) Group, the vertically integrated 

supplier division of the Hermés fashion house. This 

allows us to offer our clients a wide selection of unique 

skins as well as enabling the delivery of their custom 

products in a timely manner directly from Italy.

Since 1923, the Hcp Group has worked closely with 

highly skilled artisans who have inherited the tradition 

and the expertise of their famed ateliers. The 

restructuring of the Montereau, Vivoin, Cuneo and RTL 

tanneries has meant that Hcp’s leathers represent the 

most precise details which are worked by hand and 

conceived from the heart.

Below is a curated sampling of crocodile swatches for 

your perusing.  Please inquire for our full selection of 

exotic skins.  



24K
Crocodile

Please allow 8-10 weeks to create this unique article made with a special machine that applies 24k 
gold on top of the crocodile skin.  Pricing available on request.



Earth 
Crocodile

Hornback Bronze

Anti-tache Pampas

Réglisse brillant

Holo



Jungle
Crocodile

Tortuga

Xray

Fantasy

Digital Verti

Tuscany



Under the Sea
Crocodile

Céramique

Aybsse

Mat Ruche

Chiffon Meduse



Water Lily
Crocodile

Jeans

Fabergé

Arcier Thermo

OysterIceberg



Gemstone
Ostrich

Classic CowboyMetallic Finish

Saddle Finish BRB



Radiance
Lizard

LucidoVetement

MetallicCandle



The Seasons
Leather

Moss PebbledElephant Grey Pebbled

CognacIvory Pebbled



Luminaries 

The First Lady x Aimee Clutch
Inauguration Day

Dr. Jill Biden x Lee Pouchet
Inauguration Eve



Jennifer Lopez x Perry Clutch Emma Stone x Jamie Clutch Oprah x Lily Clutch Rosie Huntington-Whiteley x Lee Pouchet



Scarlett Johansson x Lee Pouchet Cate Blanchett x Ivy Tote Kylie Jenner x Lily Clutch Margot Robbie x Aimee Clutch



Reese Witherspoon x Jamie Doctor Lucy Liu x Caroline Tote Kerry Washington x Jamie Doctor



The David Wine Carrier Cognac Leather
The Vidal Globetrotter Rum Ostrich

forHim



Espresso Matte 
Alligator

The David Wine Carrier

The Ben Attaché

The Bailey Weekender



The Dennis Wine Carrier 

The Bailey Weekender

The Ben Attaché

Aluminum 
Alligator



Handmade in Italy
Nestled between a rushing river and ripe vineyards, Tyler’s designs are 

handmade at a multi-generational factory in Le Sieci, Italy. Our intricate 

production process takes between two and three days to construct each 

handcrafted piece depending upon design details and the materials used. 

Satins and crushed silk velvets are manually backed to provide extra 

stability, leathers and skins are cut by hand to ensure ultimate precision 

and Swarovski crystals are heat-stamped on to obtain maximum durability. 

From the beautifully hand-stitched accents to the meticulously hand-

painted edges to the eye-catching hardware customized for each design, 

the highly trained native artisans utilize their honed skills to bring Tyler’s 

visions to life.  Our partnership was founded upon principles of genuine 

respect for each other and the thoughtful work that goes into designing 

and producing each handbag.  It’s all about the details.

Hand Painted Edges



Tyler Ellis believes in all animals being humanely treated and works 

solely with Fish and Wildlife CITES-approved skins. The Convention on 

International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora 

(CITES) is an international treaty to prevent species from becoming 

endangered or extinct because of international trade. Under this treaty, 

countries work together to regulate the international trade of animal 

and plant species and ensure that this trade is not detrimental to the 

survival of wild populations. Any trade in protected plant and animal 

species should be sustainable, based on sound biological 

understanding and principles.

Code of Ethics

The Caroline Tote 
Noir Glossy Python



Tyler Ellis worked hand and hand with her atelier in Florence to 

resurrect the dying art of the Bombe process – a delicate 

treatment performed on alligator hides allowing the skins to 

exude an almost mirror-like sheen, while also highlighting the 

three-dimensional qualities of each scale.  A highly skilled and 

trained artisan must only perform the treatment because the 

results are greatly influenced by the operator’s own experience 

and manual abilities. The process begins with vegetable-tanned 

alligator hides – distinct from the more common chrome-

tanned—that are cut into rough-hewn pieces slightly larger than 

the model of the bag. Each piece is treated with water and then 

stretched and thinned on a wooden surface and left to dry. The 

skin is then ready for agatatura, a slow and thorough polishing, 

named for the agate stone that is used. Once each piece is 

shined to perfection, the leather is slowly heated to a precise 

temperature, causing each individual scale to swell and become 

round—yet remain incredibly glossy and smooth. 

The Bombe Effect

The Harper Handbag Small



Personal Touch • Timeless Appeal • Everlasting Luxury

®

tylerellis.com


